Taking Stock of Your Data
– A Practical Guide
Practical steps to knowing what you’ve
got – and what you need

Get ready to take back control
of your environment
Is your current data storage
environment a million miles away
from the slick, efficient storage
architecture of your dreams?
This workbook will help you to take the
first step towards creating a streamlined
and optimised environment. It’ll do that
by enabling you to get to know your
current environment inside out (and
upside down).
This knowledge won’t just help you
identify and address your current
performance and cost challenges...
it’ll also help you plan for the future by
providing a solid foundation for strategic
improvements (like transforming how you
manage the gigabytes and terabytes
you’re producing, and preparing
your organisation to use them to its
advantage in the new Age of Data).

We understand that getting a grip on
a sprawling storage environment – and
shaping it to match the needs, hopes
and dreams of an organisation – isn’t
always easy. We know what we should
do, as it’s what we do for a living...
But there are some positive, practical
steps you can take before calling in the
professionals. Steps that can help you
begin to map your current environment,
and create a baseline for efficiency,
performance and cost initiatives, as well
as for strategic transformation.
We’ll explore these steps over the next
three sections of this workbook. By the
end, you should have a much better
idea of the environment you’ve got –
and how to move it forwards.
Pencils at the ready? Here we go...

5 great reasons to get to know
your environment better
Developing a real understanding
of your environment will help you:
• Reduce server and storage
sprawl to minimise costs
• Maximise storage capacity,
delaying the need to buy more
• Balance workloads and
ensure you’re making the best
possible use of your resources
• Perfect your tiering, alleviate
hotspots, and optimise
performance
• Discover the age of your
current systems, and effectively
plan your future investments

Mapping Your Storage Subsystems
How much free space do we
have to work with? And just how
healthy – and poorly – is our
infrastructure?

Having a detailed understanding of
your subsystems will help you answer
some pretty fundamental questions
– as well as giving you the key
information you need to identify and
address potential bottlenecks, and
boost storage performance.

Exercise 1
We designed the table on the
next page to make mapping your
storage subsystems much easier.
List each system and its location
in the first two columns, then
work your way to the right. By
the time you’ve finished, you’ll
know, and have a written record
of, the information you need to
start taking real control of your
environment.
Copy the table as many times
as you need – you’ll find a
completed example table on the
following page that you can use
as a reference.

Storage Subsystems Table – Completed Example
Location

DC1

Subsystem
Name

UKPRDDS01

Storage
Subsystem

IBM DS3524

Firmware
Version

V5.2.3.4

Purchase
Date

10/4/12

Maintenance
Expiry

10/4/17

Connectivity
(FC/iSCSI
etc.)

4x 4Gb FC

Switch
Connections

UKPRDFABA01
UKPRDFABB01

RAID Array
Number

# Disks

Disk
Type

RAID
Level

Usable
Space
(GB)

Used
Space
(GB)

Replicated?

1

10x

300GB 15k

RAID 5

2430

e.g. 1500

e.g. Y

2

10x

1TB 7k

RAID 6

7372

e.g. 5000

e.g. N

HS

1x

300GB 15k

N/A

N/A

e.g. N/A

e.g. N/A

HS

1x

1TB 7k

N/A

N/A

e.g. N/A

e.g. N/A
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Mapping Your Servers and Applications
Your applications are critical to
your organisation’s everyday
operations. But where exactly do
they sit? And how clearly do you
understand their performance
and protection requirements?

Without this information, you’re in
no position to begin optimising and
enhancing your data infrastructure –
and you’re at greater risk of running
into unforeseen performance issues
and downtime.

Exercise 2
Use the table on the next page
to record key information for
each of your applications – from
their minimum Input/ Output
Operations Per Second (IOPS), to
their Recovery Time and Recovery
Point Objectives (RTOs and
RPOs).
Again, copy and complete the
table as many times as you
need, and soon you’ll have an
invaluable guide to your server
and application architecture.

Servers and Applications Table – Completed Example
Location

DC1

Server/
Application
Name

UKPRDEXC01

Application

Capacity
Requirements

Data
Type

Performance
Requirements

(GB)

Exchange
2010

Min IOPS

Current
Storage
Min
Response
Time

Subsystem

Protection
Requirements
RAID Array

Onsite
RTO

Onsite
RPO

Offsite
RTO

Offsite
RPO

Retention

OS

Local

Local

Local

Local

1 hour

24 hours

1 hour

24 hours

30 days

DB

500

10ms

UKPRDDS0

e.g. 1

1 hour

30 min

1 hour

30min

7 years

DC1
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Mapping Your SAN Fabric
Your Storage Area Network
Fabric plays a pivotal role in your
environment, connecting servers,
storage, and workstations.
Before you can optimise your
storage environment, you’ll need
to familiarise yourself with its
capabilities and complexities.

For example, how many ports does it
have? And, more crucially, how many
ports do you have to work with as
you strive to make better use of your
resources?
Here’s your final exercise…

Exercise 3
Our final table will help you get
the measure of your SAN fabric.
As with the previous two tables,
simply make a few copies, and
complete one for each of your
switches.
In the process you’ll learn
about the age, complexity and
capabilities of your fabric, and
complete some vital groundwork
for your storage transformation.

SAN Fabric Table – Completed Example
Location

Switch
Name

DC1

Switch
Model

UKPRDFABA01

Firmware

IBM SAN24B

Unlicensed
Ports

6.1.1a

Ports
Available

0

Speed (GB)

24

Number
Used

4

8

8

16
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Your next steps
Firstly, give yourself a well-earned
pat on the back. You’ve put in a
lot of legwork over the last few
pages, and it’s about to start
paying off.

Book a free Data Catalogue
surgery appointment with one of
our expert data architects.

Here you’ll be able to share
your progress ml the steps in
Now you’ve traced the complexities of
this workbook, and what your
your current storage environment, the fun
specific challenges are. Our pros
of tidying, optimising and reimagining
have helped 100s of clients get
can begin – as you transform your
hold of their environment, so
data infrastructure to better serve your
organisation’s evolving needs, meet its
we’ll be able to give you some
goals, and even support entirely new
simple, clear and pragmatic
products or services. (We think this is
actions - you’ll be on your way to
fun, anyway. We don’t just do this for a
completing your own catalogue
living, we love doing this for a living).
in no time!
We also recognise that these steps are
often not easy to complete on your own.
That’s why we’re offering support to help
you get started:

Find out more

Go deeper with one of our full
Data Catalogue programmes.
A Tectrade data expert will work
together with you to build your
very own catalogue, highlighting
where significant benefits
can be made to your data
infrastructure. This includes
identifying where inefficiencies
exist and what this is costing you,
how much could be saved, and
the steps required to get you
back in control.

Find out more

At Tectrade, we live and breathe data.
It’s in our DNA. And we’re relentless
in finding the solution that’s right for
your business. With teams in Europe,
and the US and Australia, we can
deliver projects and managed
services on a truly global scale.
Tectrade.com

UK

US

River Court, Mill Lane
Godalming, Surrey GU7 1EZ
+44 1483 861448
info@tectrade.com

1460 Broadway
New York, 10036
+1 646 493 9811
info@tectrade.com

